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divas cousin is elek7ro, which was designed as a smaller, less expensive version of the huge ps-3300. this synth is a bit more
refined and is a limited edition synth, with only 2500 made. it features three oscillators with a choice of four filters, an internal

envelope and sample and hold generator, as well as a range of modulation possibilities. if youre looking for a compact soft
synth to use on the go, elek7ro is a great option. weve created two videos to show you how to make a really simple synth

using some free plug-ins. its a good way to try out dsp-2 and get a feel for the synth before investing in the full version. as an
added bonus, the plug-ins used are easy to find and download. after that, youll be off to the races! this virtual analogue

subtractive synth packs a lot of punch for a little box. featuring an arpeggiator, a bitcrusher, a dual echo delay, a clean and fat
chorus, a resonator and a resonant filter, its easy to produce some good quality sounds, even if you dont have a lot of

experience. theres also an internal envelope to control the oscillators. the vls1 is a small, low-cost virtual analogue monosynth
that comes in a regular box. but its only 80 cents! not only that, its got an onboard sample and hold, which can be used to

create rhythmic elements. theres also a built-in sequencer, which features several modes, as well as a set of preset modes. as
for effects, it has a reverb, delay and chorus. the ps-15 is a fat and warm-sounding virtual analogue monosynth, originally
released back in 2011. it features a dual oscillator, an internal envelope, a filter, a resonator and a resonant filter. it also

comes with some useful effects including a bitcrusher and a delay.
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